The Thinking Times
Formerly known as

A Story for Everyone
Once upon a time, there were four people;
their names were Everybody, Somebody,
Nobody and Anybody.
Whenever there was an important job to be
done, Everybody was sure that Somebody
would do it. Anybody could have done it but
Nobody did it.
When Nobody did it, Everybody got angry
because it was Everybody’s job. Everybody
thought that Somebody would do it, but
Nobody realized that Nobody would do it.
So consequently Everybody blamed Somebody
when Nobody did what Anybody could have
done in the first place.
Which ‘Body’ are you?
We’re over halfway through the camp. Some
folk are starting to getting tired.
What can you do today that could give this
story a happier ending?

How many of our Scouts and Leaders from
Overseas have you met so far?
Unscramble the names of the following
countries to help remind you how many
nationalities we have here at Blair Atholl.

AAACDN, AABGILRRT, ADEILNR,
AABIIMN, EHNNORRT ADEILNR,
ACDLNOTS, DEENSW, AEGMNRY,
ACDEILN, EHT ADEEHLNNRST,
AAJNP, ANORWY, AINPS, EHT
ASU, AAISRTU
A lesson from a Tree
The tree stands so patiently,
Not asking, “What can I be? What can I be?”
For a tree is as sure as a tree can be.
Without a doubt, it knows its worth,
Roots delving deep into the Earth,
Branches standing strong and proud,
Pointing at the passing clouds.
All of nature loves the tree,
In its beautiful simplicity,
And without speaking, it teaches me,
To be happy with just being me.

How are socks like Scouts?
They always come pre-paired.

If you think you're too small to make a difference
you haven't spent the night with a mosquito.
Bring brave isn’t the absence of fear. Being brave is having
that fear but finding a way through it.
- Bear Grylls
You have a gift of 86,400 seconds today.
How will you use them?

